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Abstract 
Robustness is established for the predictor feedback for linear time-invariant 
systems with respect to possibly time-varying perturbations of the input delay, 
with a constant nominal delay. Prior results have addressed qualitatively 
constant delay perturbations (robustness of stability in 2L  norm of actuator 
state) and delay perturbations with restricted rate of change (robustness of 
stability in 1H  norm of actuator state). The present work provides simple 
formulae that allow direct and accurate computation of the least upper bound of 
the magnitude of the delay perturbation for which exponential stability in 
supremum norm on the actuator state is preserved. While prior work has 
employed Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals constructed via backstepping, the 
present work employs a particular form of small-gain analysis. Two cases are 
considered: the case of measurable (possibly discontinuous) perturbations and 
the case of constant perturbations.  
 
Keywords: linear predictor feedback, delay systems, robustness. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Linear predictor feedback has been used widely for the stabilization of linear time-invariant 
systems with constant input delays. Artstein in [1] was the first to provide a rigorous extension of 
the so-called Smith predictor (see [9] and the discussion therein). Many applications and 
extensions of the linear predictor feedback have appeared in the literature (see for instance 
[12,13,14,15]). More recently, research efforts have been focused on nonlinear extensions of 
predictor-based feedback for nonlinear systems with input delays (see [2,4,6,7,8,9,10]) and the 
implementation issues of linear predictor feedback (see [17,18,19] and references therein).   
    However, the study of robustness properties of the linear predictor feedback with respect to 
perturbations of the input delay are rather scarce. To the best of our knowledge, the first 
robustness study for perturbations of the input delay appeared in [8], where Lyapunov techniques 
were employed. An alternative delay-robustness result for constant delays was presented in 
Section 5.3 in [9]. The efforts were continued in [2], where Lyapunov functionals were proposed 
for the robustness study for time-varying delays and perturbations. The results in [2] showed that 
not only the magnitude but the rate of change of the delay perturbation may be important for the 
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robustness analysis. The norm on the actuator state in which stability was studied was 2L  in [8] 
and 1H  in [9, Section 5.3] and [2].  
In this work, we consider the system: 
]1,1[)(,)(,)(
))(()()(
−∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
−−+=
tdtutx
tdrtButAxtx
mn
ε
, for 0≥t , a.e.                          (1.1) 
 
where r≤< ε0  are constants. The linear predictor feedback is based on the constant nominal value 
of the delay 0>r : 
∫+ −−++= rt
t
dsrsBusrtAktxArktu )())(exp()()exp()( , for 0≥t                   (1.2) 
where nmk ×ℜ∈  is a constant vector such that the matrix )( BkA+ is Hurwitz. We show that, 
provided that 0>ε  is sufficiently small, there exist constants 0, >σQ  such that for all nx ℜ∈0 , 
( )mrCu ℜ−−∈ ];0,[00 ε   with ∫
−
−+=
0
000 )()exp()exp()0(
r
dssBuAskxArku  the solution mntutx ℜ×ℜ∈))(),((  
of (1.1), (1.2) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , )()( 0 tutu =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  satisfies the following 
exponential stability estimate in the supremum norm of the actuator state: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +−≤+ ≤≤−−≤≤−− )(maxexp)(max)( 000 suxtQsutx srtsrt εε σ , 0≥∀t                     (1.3) 
for arbitrary disturbance ]1,1[: −→ℜ+d  that belongs to one of the following classes: 
1) The perturbation ]1,1[: −→ℜ+d  is an arbitrary measurable function, i.e., ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  
(Theorem 2.1). 
2) The perturbation ]1,1[: −→ℜ+d  is constant (Corollary 2.3).  
 
     Clearly, (1.3) shows robust global exponential stability for the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2). 
The estimation of 0>ε  will be given by explicit inequalities, which are derived by small-gain 
arguments. The inequalities can be used easily by the control practitioner in order to guarantee the 
successful application of the linear predictor feedback control strategy.  
 
Notation. Throughout the paper we adopt the following notation:  
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈  we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm, by x′  its transpose. For a real 
matrix mnA ×ℜ∈ , nmA ×ℜ∈′  denotes its transpose and { }1,;sup: =ℜ∈= xxAxA n  is its induced 
norm. nnI ×ℜ∈  denotes the identity matrix. 
∗  +ℜ  denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. 
∗  Let ℜ⊆I  be an interval and mU ℜ⊆  be a set. By ( )UIL ;∞  we denote the space of measurable 
and essentially bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . By )(sup tu
It∈
 
we denote the essential supremum for a function ( )UILu ;∞∈ . For );( UILu ∞∈  we denote by u  
the essential supremum of u  on ℜ⊆I . If ℜ⊆I  is an unbounded interval, then by ( )UILloc ;∞  we 
denote the space of measurable and locally essentially bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and 
taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . By ( )UIC ;0  we denote the space of continuous functions )( ⋅u  defined 
on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . 
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2. Main Results 
 
Arbitrary measurable perturbations ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  of the delay can be considered for system 
(1.1). Indeed, we notice that this fact follows from the consideration of system (1.1) with  
 
( ) )()()exp()())(()()exp()( 0 tkBudsstBuAskArtButdrtButAxArktu
r
++−+−−−−+= ∫
−
ε              (2.1) 
 
Differential equation (2.1) is obtained by formally differentiating (1.2) with respect to 0≥t . 
System (1.1) with (2.1) is a linear autonomous system described by Retarded Functional 
Differential Equations with disturbance ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  and state space ( )mn rC ℜ−−×ℜ ];0,[0 ε  and 
satisfies all hypotheses (S1), (S2), (S3), (S4) in [5] for existence and uniqueness of solutions, for 
robustness of the equilibrium point and for the “Boundedness-Implies-Continuation” property. If 
we define the subspace 
 
( )
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−+=ℜ−−×ℜ∈= ∫
−
0
0 )()exp()exp()0(:];0,[),(:
r
mn dssBuAskxArkurCuxS ε            (2.2) 
 
then we are in a position to guarantee that S  is a positively invariant set for system (1.1) with 
(2.1). Moreover, every solution of (1.1) with (2.1) and initial condition Sux ∈),( 00  is a solution of 
(1.1), (1.2) and every solution of (1.1), (1.2) with initial condition Sux ∈),( 00  is a solution of (1.1) 
with (2.1). Finally, we notice that there exist constants 0, >LM  such that for every 0>ε , nx ℜ∈0 , 
( )mrCu ℜ−−∈ ];0,[00 ε , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  with ∫
−
−+=
0
000 )()exp()exp()0(
r
dssBuAskxArku  the unique 
solution ( )nCx ℜℜ∈ + ;0 , ( )mrCu ℜ+∞−−∈ );,[0 ε  of system (1.1), (1.2) with initial conditions 0)0( xx = , 
)()( 0 tutu =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  satisfies the exponential growth estimate: 
 
( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +≤+ ≤≤−− )(maxexp)()( 000 suxLtMtutx sr ε , 0≥∀t                             (2.3) 
 
The existence of constants 0, >LM  satisfying estimate (2.3) follows directly from the integral 
representation of the solution of (1.1) with (2.1) and the Gronwall-Belman Lemma.  
 
Our main result is the following theorem, which provides an explicit inequality for the magnitude 
0>ε  of the delay perturbation under which robust global exponential stability for the closed-loop 
system (1.1), (1.2) is guaranteed.  
 
 
Theorem 2.1: Consider system (1.1), (1.2), where r≤< ε0  are constants, nnA ×ℜ∈ , mnB ×ℜ∈ , 
nmk ×ℜ∈  and )( BkA+ is Hurwitz. There exist constants 0, >σQ  such that for all ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , 
nx ℜ∈0 , ( )mrCu ℜ−−∈ ];0,[00 ε   with ∫
−
−+=
0
000 )()exp()exp()0(
r
dssBuAskxArku  the solution 
mntutx ℜ×ℜ∈))(),((  of (1.1), (1.2) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , )()( 0 tutu =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  
satisfies estimate (1.3), provided that the following inequality holds: 
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( ) λλεε <−Θ −+ eeBkAr BkA)exp(                                                (2.4) 
 
where 0, >Θ λ  are constants satisfying ( ) tetBkA λ−Θ≤+ )(exp  for all 0≥t . Moreover, if 1=n  then 
inequality (2.4) can be replaced by the inequality  
 
( ) BkAeArBk BkA +<− +− ε1)exp(2                                              (2.5) 
 
 
Remark 2.2: Since the left hand-side of inequality (2.4) becomes zero for 0=ε , by continuity, 
there exists 0>ε  (sufficiently small) such that inequality (2.4) holds. The least upper bound value 
for 0>ε  can be determined numerically. 
 
For the case of constant perturbations of the delay, we obtain the following result.   
 
Corollary 2.3: Consider the system  
 
mn tutx
tButAxtx
ℜ∈ℜ∈
−+=
)(,)(
)()()( τ
                                                    (2.6) 
 
with (1.2), where 0, ≥rτ  are constants, nnA ×ℜ∈ , mnB ×ℜ∈ , nmk ×ℜ∈  and )( BkA+ is Hurwitz. The 
zero solution of the closed-loop system is Globally Exponentially Stable provided that all roots of 
either of the following two equations: 
 ( )( ) 0)exp()(det =−++− −− srs eeArBkBkAsI τ                                     (2.7) 
 ( )( ) 0)exp()(det =−++− −− srs eeBkArBkAsI τ                                     (2.8) 
 
have negative real parts.   
 
 
The following example illustrates the use of inequality (2.5) and Corollary 2.3. 
 
 
Example 2.4: Consider the scalar system  
 
))(1()()( tdtutxtx ε−−+=  with ]1,1[)(,)(,)( −∈ℜ∈ℜ∈ tdtutx                        (2.9) 
 
where 0>ε . For this example rBA ===1  and we may choose pk −= , where 1>p . Theorem 2.1 
guarantees that the closed-loop system (2.9) with  
 
∫ −−−= 1
0
)()()( dsstueptxpetu s                                                (2.10)  
 
and ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  is robustly globally exponentially stable provided that 0>ε  satisfies  
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⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−−< 12
2ln
1
1
ppe
pe
p
ε                                                (2.11) 
 
In other words, system (2.9) with (2.10) is robustly globally exponentially stable provided that 
( )maxmin ,)( τττ ∈t , where )(1)( tdt ετ += , ετ −=1min , ετ +=1max  and ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−−= 12
2ln
1
1
ppe
pe
p
ε . 
 
    On the other hand, if constant delay perturbations are considered, then the roots of the equation 
0)1( 11 =−+−+ −− ss pepeps τ  must have negative real parts. For every value of 1>p  there exist delay 
values maxmin 10 ττ <<<  such that if ( )maxmin ,τττ ∈  then all roots of the equation 
0)1( 11 =−+−+ −− ss pepeps τ  have negative real parts. In order to determine the range of values of τ  
for which the roots of the equation 0)1( 11 =−+−+ −− ss pepeps τ  have negative real parts, we 
determine the curves in the parameter plane (the ),( τp  plane) composed of points for which there 
exists ℜ∈ω  such that 0)1( 11 =−+−+ −− jj pepepj ωτωω , where j  is the imaginary unit. The procedure 
that we follow for every 1>p , is:  
(i) first we find numerically all solutions )2,0( pe∈ω  of the equation 
pe
pp
2
)1()sin()cos()1(
22 ωωωω +−=−−  (which is obtained from the equations 
pe
p 1)cos()cos( −−=− ωωτ  and 
pe
ωωωτ =− )sin()sin( ) ,  
(ii) for every )2,0( pe∈ω  found from the previous step, we determine the unique solution 
ℜ∈φ  of the equations 
pe
p 1)cos()cos( −−= ωφ   and 
pe
ωωφ += )sin()sin( ,  
(iii) we find the positive solutions of ω
πφτ k2+= , where k  is an arbitrary integer, and  
(iv) finally, we collect all positive values of ω
πφτ k2+=  from the previous step and we find 
the highest value of τ  that is less than 1 (this is minτ ) and the lowest value of τ  that is 
higher than 1 (this is maxτ ).   
 
The results are shown in Figure 1 both for measurable perturbations (where ετ −=1min , ετ +=1max  
and ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−−= 12
2ln
1
1
ppe
pe
p
ε ) and for constant perturbations.  
 
    The bounds for the magnitude of the delay perturbation obtained from (2.11) are about 50% of 
the bounds obtained for constant perturbations. However, this is expected since (2.11) applies for 
measurable delay perturbations. Moreover, notice that the curves of  minτ  and maxτ  obtained for 
constant perturbations are not perfectly symmetric around 1.        
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Figure 1: minτ  and maxτ  for the closed-loop system (2.9) with (2.10). The red color is for 
measurable delay perturbations as calculated by (2.11) and the blue color for constant delay 
perturbations. 
 
 
 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on the following theorem.  
 
 Theorem 2.5: Consider the system 
 
( )
nn tutqtdtx
rtxtdrtxCtqtAxtx
ℜ∈−∈−∈ℜ∈
−−−−+=
)(,]1,1[)(,]1,1[)(,)(
)())(()()()( ε
, for 0≥t , a.e.                     (2.12) 
 
where ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Lq , nnCA ×ℜ∈,   are constant matrices, 0≥≥ εr  are constants 
and nnA ×ℜ∈  is Hurwitz. Suppose that  
 
( ) λλεε <−Θ −eeC A                                                            (2.13) 
 
where 0, >Θ λ  are constants satisfying ( ) teAt λ−Θ≤exp  for all 0≥t . Then there exist constants 
0, >σQ  such that for all ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Lq , ( )nrCx ℜ−−∈ ];0,[00 ε  the solution 
ntx ℜ∈)(  of (2.12) with initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  that corresponds to inputs 
( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Lq , satisfies the following estimate  
 
( ) 0exp)( xtQtx σ−≤ , 0≥∀t                                             (2.14) 
 
Moreover, if 1=n  then inequality (2.13) can be replaced by the inequality  
 
( ) AeC A <− − ε12                                                         (2.15) 
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The proof of Theorem 2.5 is based on a small-gain argument and is provided in the following 
section. The small-gain argument for the proof of Theorem 2.5 was inspired by the results 
contained in [16], but the methodology of the proof is essentially different from that followed in 
[16].   
 
Remark 2.6: The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on showing the exponential stability properties of 
the system ( ))())(()exp()()()( rtptdrtpBkArtpBkAtp −−−−++= ε , where 
∫
+
−−++=
rt
t
dsrsBusrtAtxArtp )())(exp()()exp()(  is the “predictor state”. The exponential stability 
properties of the above system is guaranteed by means of Theorem 2.5. On the other hand 
Example 2.4 showed that the allowable magnitude of measurable delay perturbation is less than 
the magnitude obtained for constant perturbations from Corollary 2.3. We do not know if the 
conservatism is due to the small-gain approach (which is used for the proof of Theorem 2.5) or if 
the conservatism is due to the possibility that the stability analysis for delay perturbations depends 
not only on the magnitude of the perturbation but also on the rate of change of the perturbation. 
The latter implies that the rate of change of the perturbation may be important in stability analysis. 
Indeed, the recent work [2] has provided the construction of a Lyapunov functional for delay 
perturbations with constrained rate. Moreover, it should be noted that for delay perturbations with 
sufficiently small rate of change there exists a function ],0[: εφ +→ℜ+ r , which satisfies 
( ))()( ttdrt φεφ ++=  for all 0≥t : these are exactly the class of delays considered in [11] for which 
the following linear time-varying predictor feedback can be applied for the stabilization of (1.1):  
∫
+
−−−++=
)(
))(()))((exp()())(exp()(
tt
t
dssdrsBusttAktxtAktu
φ
εφφ , for 0≥t                   (2.16) 
 
provided that the function ]1,1[: −→ℜ+d  is known.  
 
 
3. Proofs of Main Results  
 
We start with the proof of Theorem 2.5. 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.5: If (2.13) holds, then (by continuity) there exists ),0( λσ ∈  such that: 
 
( )( )( ) 11exp1 )()( <−+−−Θ −−+ εσλ εσλεσ AeCe r                                           (3.1) 
Let ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Lq , ( )nrCx ℜ−−∈ ];0,[00 ε  be arbitrary and consider the solution 
ntx ℜ∈)(  of (2.12) with initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  that corresponds to inputs 
( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld , ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Lq . We define:  
 
))(()()( tdrtxrtxtv ε−−−−=                                                     (3.2) 
 ( ))(max:
2121
],[ sxex
s
tsttt
σ
≤≤
= , ( ))(sup:
21
21 ],[
svev s
tst
tt
σ
≤≤
=                               (3.3) 
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for every 21 tt ≤  and we distinguish the following cases: 
 
Case 1: 0)( ≤td . In this case the following formula holds for the solution of system (2.12) for 
almost all rt ≥ : 
( )( ) ( )∫
−−
−
−−−−−−=−
)(
)()())((exp)()(exp)(
tdrt
rt
dssCvsqstdrtArtxItdAtv
ε
εε                  (3.4) 
 
Using the fact that ( ) teAt λ−Θ≤exp  for all 0≥t  and the fact that ( ) 1exp)exp( −≤− tAIAt , for all 
ℜ∈t , we obtain from (3.4) for almost all rt ≥ : 
 
( )( ) ( ))(sup1)(1exp)( )()( sveCeeertxAeetv s
rtsrt
rrtrt σ
ε
εσλσσσσ
σλε +−≤≤−
−−−
−
−Θ+−−≤              (3.5) 
 
A direct consequence of definition (3.3) and inequality (3.5) is the following inequality which 
holds for all rt ≥ : 
 
( )( ) ],0[)(],0[],[ 11exp εεσλσσ σλε +−
−−
− −
−Θ+−≤ rtrrtrtr vC
eexAev                         (3.6) 
 
Case 2: 0)( ≥td . In this case the following formula holds for the solution of system (3.13) for 
almost all ε+≥ rt : 
  ( )( ) ( )∫−
−−
−−−−−−=
rt
tdrt
dssCvsqsrtAtdrtxItdAtv
)(
)()()(exp))(()(exp)(
ε
εε                   (3.7) 
Similarly as in the previous case, using (3.7), we show that the following inequality holds for all 
ε+≥ rt : 
 
( )( ) ],0[)()(],0[)(],[ 11exp rtrrtrtr vCeexAev −−−+−++ −−Θ+−≤ σλε
εσλεσεσ
ε                  (3.8) 
 
Consequently, we conclude from (3.6) and (3.8) that the following inequality holds for all 
ε+≥ rt : 
 
( )( ) ],0[)()(],0[)(],[ 11exp εεσλεσεσε σλε +−
−−+
−
+
+ −
−Θ+−≤ rtrrtrtr vC
eexAev                 (3.9) 
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Using the fact that ( ) teAt λ−Θ≤exp  for all 0≥t  and the variations of constants formula 
( ) ( ) dssCvsqstAxAttx t )()()(exp)0(exp)(
0
∫ −−=  for all 0≥t , we obtain the estimate: 
 
( ))(sup1)0()(
0
)(
)( sveCexeetx s
ts
t
tt σσλσλσ
σλ ≤≤
−−−−
−
−Θ+Θ≤ , for all 0≥t                 (3.10) 
 
Definition (3.3) and inequality (3.10) in conjunction with the fact that ),0( λσ ∈  imply the 
following inequality: 
 
],0[],0[ )0( tt v
C
xx σλ −
Θ+Θ≤ , for all 0≥t                                 (3.11) 
 
Combining (3.9) and (3.11), we obtain for all ε+≥ rt : 
 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ],0[)()()(],[ 1exp1)0(1exp trrtr vAeCexAev −+−−Θ+Θ−≤ −−+++ εσλε εσλεσεσε                   (3.12) 
 
Inequality (3.1) in conjunction with (3.12), implies the following inequality for all 0≥t : 
 
( )
],0[
)(
],0[ )0(1
1exp
ε
εσ
δ
ε
+
+ +Θ−
−≤ rrt vx
A
ev                              (3.13) 
 
where ( )( )( ) 11exp1: )()( <−+−−Θ= −−+ εσλδ εσλεσ AeCe r . Inequality (3.13) in conjunction with (3.11) and 
the fact that there exist constants 0, >ML  such that all solutions of (2.12) satisfy the estimate 
)(max)exp()(
0
sxLtMtx
sr ≤≤−−
≤ ε  and in conjunction with the fact that 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
≤≤−−+
+
+ )(max2 0],0[
)(
],0[ sxxev srr
r
r εε
εσ
ε  (a direct consequence of definition (3.2)) imply that there 
exists a constant 0>Q  such that estimate (2.14) holds.  
 
If 1=n  then 1=Θ  and A=λ . If (2.15) holds then (by continuity) there exists ),0( A∈σ  such that 
( ) 12: )()( <−−−= −−−+ εεσεσ σδ AAr eeAeC . Moreover, inequalities (3.6) and (3.8) are replaced by the 
following inequalities: 
 
( )( ) ],0[
)(
],0[],[
1exp1 ε
εσσσ
σε +−
−−
− −
−+−−≤ rt
A
r
rt
r
tr vCA
eexAev  
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( )( ) ],0[
)(
)(
],0[
)(
],[
1exp1 rt
A
r
rt
r
tr vCA
eexAev −
−−
+
−
+
+ −
−+−−≤ σε
εσεσεσ
ε  
 
It follows that inequality (3.9) is replaced by  
 
( )( ) ],0[
)(
)(
],0[
)(
],[
1exp1 ε
εσεσεσ
ε σε +−
−−
+
−
+
+ −
−+−−≤ rt
A
r
rt
r
tr vCA
eexAev                     (3.14) 
 
Combining (3.14) with (3.11) and 1=Θ , A=λ , we obtain the estimate:   
 
( ) ( ) ],0[)()()(],[ 2)0(1 tAArArtr veeAeCxeev εεσεσεεσε σ −−−+−++ −−−+−≤  
 
Since ( ) 12: )()( <−−−= −−−+ εεσεσ σδ AAr eeAeC , the above inequality implies the inequality 
],0[
)(
],0[ )0(1
1
ε
εεσ
δ +
−
+ +−
−≤ r
A
r
t vx
eev . The previous inequality in conjunction with (3.11) and the fact 
that there exist constants 0, >ML  such that all solutions of (3.13) satisfy the estimate 
)(max)exp()(
0
sxLtMtx
sr ≤≤−−
≤ ε  and in conjunction with the fact that 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
≤≤−−+
+
+ )(max2 0],0[
)(
],0[ sxxev srr
r
r εε
εσ
ε  (a direct consequence of definition (3.2)) imply that there 
exists a constant 0>Q  such that estimate (2.14) holds. The proof is complete.          
 
We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let arbitrary Sux ∈),( 00  (where S  is defined by (2.2)), ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld  
and consider the solution mntutx ℜ×ℜ∈))(),((  of (1.1), (1.2) with initial conditions 0)0( xx = , 
)()( 0 tutu =  for ]0,[ ε−−∈ rt  corresponding to ( )]1,1[; −ℜ∈ +∞Ld . Define for all 0≥t :  
 
∫
+
−−++=
rt
t
dsrsBusrtAtxArtp )())(exp()()exp()(                                   (3.15) 
 
Notice that (1.2) and definition (3.15) implies that the following equality holds for all 0≥t : 
 
)()( tkptu = , for all 0≥t                                                (3.16) 
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By using (1.1) and definition (3.15), it follows that the following differential equation holds for all 
0≥t :  
( )
)()exp()(
)()exp()())(()exp()()exp()(
rtBuArtBu
txArtpAtdrtBuArtAxArtp
−−+
−+−−+= ε                      (3.17) 
 
Using the identity AArArA )exp()exp( =  and (3.16) it follows that the following differential equation 
holds for all ε+≥ rt : 
 
( ))())(()exp()()()( rtptdrtpBkArtpBkAtp −−−−++= ε                             (3.18) 
 
Inequalities (2.4) (or (2.5)) guarantee that Theorem 2.5 can be applied to system (3.18) and that 
there exist constants 0, >σQ  such that the following inequality holds: 
 
( ) )(max)(exp)(
0
sprtQtp
rs εεσ +≤≤−−−≤ , ε+≥∀ rt                          (3.19) 
 
Using (3.19) in conjunction with (3.15), (3.16), (2.3) and the following equality: 
 
∫
+
−−−−=
rt
t
dsrsBkpstAtpArtx )())(exp()()exp()(                                   (3.20) 
which holds for all rt ≥  and is a direct consequence of (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain (1.3) (possibly 
with different constants 0, >σQ ). The proof is complete.        
 
Finally, we end this section with the proof of Corollary 2.3. 
 
Proof of Corollary 2.3: The proof has two parts: in the first part we show that if all roots of 
equation (2.8) have negative real parts then the zero solution is Globally Exponentially Stable for 
system (2.6) with (1.2) and in the second part we show that if all roots of equation (2.7) have 
negative real parts then the zero solution is Globally Exponentially Stable for system (2.6) with 
(1.2). 
 
First part: If all roots of equation (2.8) have negative real parts then Corollary 6.1 on page 215 in 
[3] guarantees that the zero solution is Globally Exponentially Stable for the system: 
 
( ))()()exp()()()( rtptpBkArtpBkAtp −−−++= τ                             (3.21) 
 
Notice that the differential equation (3.21) holds for all ),max( τrt ≥  for )(tp  as defined by (3.15) 
for all 0≥t . Using (2.3), (3.16) and (3.20) we conclude that the zero solution is Globally 
Exponentially Stable for system (2.6) with (1.2).  
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Second part: Equation (1.2) implies for all τ≥t : 
 
∫
+−
−
−−+−+−=−
rt
t
dsrsBusrtAktxArktu
τ
τ
τττ )())(exp()()exp()(                              (3.22) 
The variations of constants formula for (2.6) in conjunction with (3.22) implies that 
 
)()exp()()()exp()( rtxArktkxtxArktu −−+−=− ττ , for all ),max( τrt ≥               (3.23) 
Therefore, exponential stability for system for system (2.6) with (1.2) is guaranteed by the 
exponential stability of the system:   
( ))()()exp()()()( rtxtxArBktxBkAtx −−−++= τ                             (3.24) 
 
If all roots of equation (2.7) have negative real part then Corollary 6.1 on page 215 in [3] 
guarantees that zero solution is Globally Exponentially Stable for system (3.24). The proof is 
complete.        
 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
 
    We have provided formulae that allow us to compute estimates of the least upper bound of the 
magnitude of the delay perturbation that does not destroy the exponential stability properties of 
the closed-loop system (1.1) with (1.2). Two cases have been considered: the case of measurable 
perturbations and the case of constant perturbations.  
    The formulae can be used easily by the control practitioner in order to estimate the delay error 
that can be tolerated. For the case of measurable time-varying perturbations the magnitude of the 
delay perturbation 0>ε  must satisfy inequality (2.4) (or (2.5) if 1=n ). All quantities involved in 
inequality (2.4) can be computed easily using software packages to compute the norms of 
matrices nnBkAr ×ℜ∈)exp( , nnBkA ×ℜ∈+ )(  and to determine the constants 0, >Θ λ  by finding a 
symmetric positive definite matrix nnP ×ℜ∈  and a constant 0>μ  that satisfies 
02)()( ≤+′+++ PPBkABkAP μ  and IP ≥  (select μλ =  and P=Θ ). 
    An example showed that the allowable magnitude of measurable delay perturbation is less than 
the magnitude obtained for constant perturbations from Corollary 2.3. We do not know if the 
conservatism is due to the small-gain approach (which is used for the proof of Theorem 2.5) or if 
the conservatism is due to the possibility that the stability analysis for delay perturbations depends 
not only on the magnitude of the perturbation but also on the rate of change of the perturbation. 
The latter implies that the rate of change of the perturbation may be important in stability analysis. 
It remains an open problem to construct more accurate expressions for the tolerance of the delay 
error which may involve the rate of change of the delay perturbation.  
   As in [8], where a Lyapunov analysis in 2L  is pursued, our stability analysis in 0C  separately 
considers positive and negative perturbations of the delay, whereas the Lyapunov analyses in 1H  
in Section 5.3 in [9], and in [2] simultaneously tackle positive and negative perturbations on the 
delay.  
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